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Henrietta Shore explained her decision to become a painter with an anecdote

of an accidental encounter: "I was on my way home from school and saw

myself reflected in a puddle. It was the first time I had seen my image com-
pletely surrounded by nature, and I suddenly had an overwhelming sense of
belonging to it-of acrually being pan of every tree and flower. I was filled
with a desire to tell what I felt through painting."l Born in Toronto in r88o,

Shore moved to New York m snrdy with Robert Henri. She migrated west to
Los Angeles in r9r3, where she helped found the Los Angeles Modern Art
Sociery tn ryr6 and worked with others who shared her perspectives to edu-

cate the public to experimental art. In r93 r she retreated from an active public
life as educator and moved to Carmel, then a small village on the coast three

hundred miles nofth. While running a diner she pursued the all important
task of self-discovery through painting until her death n ry63.

Two features in Shoret engagement with modernism in the arts became

rypical patterns of California aesthetic experimentalism. First, her work
sprang from a belief that the creative process was a technique for transforming
mystery from an "accidental" encounter into a "natural" foundation to every-

day life that viewers or readers could reexperience at will. Shore and those

who shared her conception of artbelieved that they had discovered in the cre-

ative process a function that no other human activiry could perform. Th.y
acknowledged that examples of the power of creative people to reveal pro-
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found mysteries existed throughout the history of art, literature, and music.

Modern art, however, stripped away everything but the essential. The arts no
longer needed to be decoration or illustrations of shared beliefs. Instead, the

work presented private truths that emerged from a leap of union berween the

soul and the cosmos. Aesthetic experiment captured hidden truths about the

relationships that human beings created for themselves. The aesthetic process

created a stage where both the private and public components of identiry
comported as mythic and historical actors contending with each other for
dominance. The creative process then was a paradigm for representing at one

and the same time both dissolution of the self into cosmic being and indi-
viduation as a separation from historical necessiry.

This subtle, perhaps impossible task could not be done successfully if onet
work grew from a desire for fame and commercial success. Vorldly ambition
tied the creative person back into history the accidental and temporary aspect

of human existence that stood in opposition to mystery. Shoret decision to
retire from the world in order to paint points to a second pattern we will see

repeated by many others. Isolation, however, was not the same thing as soli-
rude. Artists and poets built "communities" where they imagined themselves

successfully challenging a world overstnrctured by order, hierarchy, and

dogma. Sometimes these communities were geographically based, sometimes

they took the form of professional associations, but most frequently they
consisted of ad hoc nerworks of friends who supported each other's effofts to
create what they hoped would be a new kind of actively engaged audience.

As California transformed into one of the world's metropolitan centers,

these complex and contradictory efforts to reconcile privacy with a sense of
public responsibiliry began to shape American and world culture, but it was

often misunderstood and reduced to stereorypical images-a "cult of sex and

anarchy" one writer labeled the Califomia arts world ln 1947.2 The central

figures we will encounter in this book cenainly celebrated irrationaliry but
not in the pathological sense popularized by the surrealists. Irrationaliry in

xviii lntroduction
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the Califomia context stood on more asceric philosophical ground: the mosr
basic aspect of the human condition was porentialiry and therefore human
action could never be predicted or systemarically explained with any degree

of lawful certainty.

This view posed against all forms of determinism the fundamental role of
desire and choice in human development. Against history stood poerry un-
derstood as any meaning-finding reflection on experience. By the mid-r94os,
a central political tenet crystalTized out of this definition of poetry: the most
important corrective to the barbarities of the rwentieth cenrury was that
people excluded from pos/er claimed the right to speak for themselves about
their lives. The narration of human experience in all its complexiry pafticu-
larly from those who are despised and excluded from sociery's rewards, chal-
lenged all complacent views of social life and subverted the power of any hi-
erarchy pretending to be able to explain human acrion.

This book examines the emergence and development of this social ide-
ology. What follows is not a comprehensive survey of the art and poerry pro-
duced in the state, nor is it a history of arts communities. The focus through-
out remains on the analysis of ideas and the influence those ideas had upon
both aesthetic practice and the conceptions of the relationship of self to soci-
ery in the mid-rwentieth-century United States. The organizationalstrucrure
follows a sequence of concepts, each of which emerged and marured in the
course of attempting to resolve the contradictions of applying aesthetic

thought to questions of social relations. Parr r outlines the formal, institu-
tional, and subjective factors in the transplantation of modernist ideas into
Califomia. Part z explores how the post-World Var II generation used my-
thopoetic thinking to establish a realm for personal meaning-finding ir op-
position to established authoriry. Part 3 uncovers the ways a mythopoetic in-
telpretation of psychoanalysis contributed to political debates in the ry6os
about free speech, cold war policy, the Vietnam'War, and the nature of the
American poliry.
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The abiliry of a small number of relatively obscure artists and poets to in-
fluence public policy debates brings us to the underlying question of this

book: how and why the concerns of the arts communities came to enter into

the general culrure. The work of Jerrold Seigel and Carl Schorske has shown

that bohemia has a political history long preceding the period covered here. I
have found Seigelt argument that the milieux surrounding the ans helped

mark the fluid boundaries of bourgeois identiry in nineteenth-century France

to bepersuasive and applicable with necessary modifications to the twentieth-

cenrury United States. Similarly, Schorsket examination of the links berween

psychoanalysis, aesthetic experimentation, md crises of liberal ideology in

fin-de-sidcle Vienna is a model without equal for understanding how concep-

tions of subjectiviry and public order work together to create new culrural

forms. j

Studying the California experience contributes to the study of the relation-

ship of avant-garde culture to politics by providing insight into the appeal

bohemian ideals had for a broader public. In most societies prior to I95o the

concerns of the aesthetic avant-garde were of interest primarily to small, se-

lect, relatively well-educated coteries whose members claimed personal dis-

tinction for their appreciation of the difficult and arcane. Califomia, however,

was one of the places where the thinning of the line between bohemian and

popular culrure took place earliest, most clearly, and most systematically.

Ideas that had once interested only a handful influenced resistance to the Viet-
nam'War and animated other social movements in which rediscovery and re-

creation of identity were particularly important motifs. Countercultural ideas

that promoted the truth of experience against all forms of collective authoriry

spread widely into popular music and movies to become an accePted, if con-

tested, current weaving throughout American culrure. The result was a

greater frankness in public discussion of the varieties of individual behavior.

The intellectual framework developed in the arts communities, however, also

contributed to a growing distrust of public life and to a fracturing of the myth
of a unified national history.

I
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I do not argue that California artists and poets were independent of parallel

developments elsewhere. They were part of a global interrogation of instru-
mental rationaliry and its potential dangers in a world with nuclear weapons.

Formations on the West Coast related to existentialism, literature of the ab-

surd, and varieties of neodada. As imponant, the juxtaposition of aesthetic

and social theory found in California developed through opposition to the

institution of canonical modernism after r94j.Nonetheless, to dissolve the

local conversation in a broaderpicture would merely reaffirm without reflec-

tion the hierarchical relationship berween metropolitan centers and their de-

pendencies. To explain the particular nature of the social power that the ideas

of California artists and poets achieved, we need to examine what was unique

and autonomous about the local siruation. The question then deepens: why
did the concerns of marginal creative figures take on significance for others

who by and large were unfamiliar with the actual poems, paintings, assem-

blages, novels, plays, and motion pictures by which this regional avant-garde

established a place in the world? The approach to that question opens another

field of inquiry with significance greater than the particular histories of re-

gional arts movements: why at this time in American history did the afts in
general become an increasingly potent social force, apparendy posing ques-

tions of relevance to contemporary sociery that no other human activity
seemed as readily poised to answer?

As the answers to these questions develop around changing representa-

dons of the self, a significant body of evidence used in this study comes from
oral sources. Rather than creating new interviews specifically for this srudy, I
have preferred to probe already existing oral evidence to see what those

sources can reveal about subjective states and their changes. Extant interviews

had the virn-re that my intelpretive assumptions shaped neither the content

nor the narrative's formal attributes. The "data" of interviews are the ways in
which a person reconstnrced the past to negodate the ever-fluid process of
identity construction. From this perspective, the facrual veraciry of interviews

is less important than the rhetorical strategies revealing the horizon of speak-
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ers and their communities. The methodological hypothesis, following an ob-
servation of Luisa Passerini, is that "the protagonists of culrural change-each
in his own sryle, in her own level---carry within them the traces of that change

in the stmcture of their memories, even if the process is still ongoing or in
certain cases appears interrupted. "a

Subjectivity is a term defined by negation. Against the universal, the law-
fuI, the context-free, subjectiviry expresses the individual and unique; it is
unexplainable by recourse to anything outside it. But because objectiviry is

singular, so must be subjectivity-at least in a form that allows for external

srudy. Subjectiviry separates from the ephemeral flux of pure being through
narration. If pure subjectiviry is known only to the person who experiences

it, practical subjectiviry finds expression in the forms that people use to rep-

resent, to themselves and to others, the self as an historical actor. The subjec-

tive position in narration differs from psychology through an emphasis on ex-

terior manifestation and the element of purposeful activiry involved, be it
limited only to an abiliry to draw conclusions from events and to arrange

knowledge into categories. Distinct from immediate experience, reflections

on the self form the basis for ideas used to ground oneself in the world. In the

course of tracking changes in self-presentations, our goal is not to recount

how people felt, but to trace how ideas, feelings, and understandings of self

grev/ from and altered more general social and culrural developments.5

Because oral evidence is largely retrospective, it must be combined with
other sources. The narrator knows how events turned out, and the account

involves an effort to explain that conclusion. Original documents from the

time narrated-letters, afticles, diaries, etc.-have a parallel bias. The pres-

sures of ambition and hope shape primary documentary sources, which often

express what a person wants to see happen and therefore tend to ignore or
downplay obstacles and weaknesses. Oral sources can reveal what people

knew but censored in earlier public expressions. Together, retrospective and

projective documents give a more layered view of historical phenomena and
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offer for our pu{poses the possibiliry of seeing how aesthetic categories used

to define the self changed across time.

Creative work and personal statements, both oral and written, represent
rwo distinct, though linked, culrural forms. Statements, particularly those re-
corded in oral sources, spring from the normally sequesrered life of conver-
sation as a forum for working out shared projects. Differences berween cre-
ative work and recorded statements reflect the distinguishable material, place,

and function of each: conversation is the form through which inner-group
uniry and diversity aremarked, while creative work strives for an individual-
ized signature that establishes an ostensibly independenq "authorial" srance.

The making of "community" will be an ongoing concem as we discuss how
and why particular groups carne rogether and defined their most important
aims. Finished work must represent the creator's intentions by being able to
stand on its os/n, capable of varying uses and interpretations; but new work
reaches a broader public because of the efforts of editors, curators, agents,

critics, and colleaBu¤s, who as personal acquaintances have intimate knowl-
edge that allows them to introduce and explain new crearive work to a public
not privy to the ongoing discussion within which the work took shape. Pub-
lic institutions such as schools, museums, or granting agencies may often be

impersonal, but they rest on networks of intimacy, which, however ephem-
eral their traces, are immediate and powerful in their abiliry to mobilize re-
wards and punishments. One of our tasks will be to bring to the surface the
discourses of familiariry that interweave with those of authoriry to create the
matrix for a professional life. Neither analysis of work nor analysis of utter-
ance alone is sufficient, because both contain each other, although in ways
that mask the other voice. Throughout this srudy recourse ro one set of evi-
dence must always be provisional until the alternate voice is added.

The confrontation with subjecrive sources plunges us deep into the power
of stereotypes. Discussion of avant-garde arrs movemenrs in the United
States, panicularly those figures related to the beats, has been emotional and
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overburdened with stock images of sexual experimentation, drug takinB, and

mysticism. The persistence of stereorypical thinking is evidence that the topic

is connected to deeply rooted fears and confusions about the relationship of

public and private life. I will argue thatpublic fascination with the avant-garde

was one of the first symptoms of a crisis of confidence in the effectiveness of

American institutions. By closing off past polemics that either celebrated or

condemned the activities of avant-garde movements and focusing instead on

the specific intellectual, symbolic meanings placed on different transgressive

acts, we can make stereotypes work to elaborate rather than shut down

discussion.

The obstacles I hope to remove are precisely those that insist upon a self-

justifying either/or reading of the past. The California situation reveals that

aesthetic practice was both a field for the construction of identities that repro-

duced existing hierarchical relations and an arena for subversion and disrup-

tion of those same identities. This should not be surprising. Since subjectiviry

denies the possibiliqy of there being a stable central point for the self, it tends

to disrupt identities and become an arena for conflicts of power on a cultural

or symbolic plane, with direct implications for the boundaries for effective

action that people believe exist for them. Deeply held stereorypes about eth-

niciry gender, and sexualiry mobilized through anistic Practice became the

basic building blocks for oppositional movements against the very hierarchies

that grew from those stereotypes. The turn to private experience as a counter

to public authoriry meant, for example, that the ideology of domesticiry

which historians have correctly identified as a pillar of conservative social

thought, was also, at least after ry45, a source of disruptive change. Utopian

vision, we will see, projected private relations as a replacement for a perceived

oppressive public order, but without any consideration of their connection.

This critical omission caused utopian projects to collapse back into the re-

pressed material of their origins. To state that a highly subjective aesthetic ide-

ology did not escape the limits of its contradictions is not to deny its impor-

tance as a source of ferment and change. If there is no external fulcrum from
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which the critique of sociery can proceed, then the questions of social orga-

nization that artists and poets addressed retum us to a still unsolved puzzle;

can efforts to understand social relations root themselves in the immediate

conditions that prompted desire for change without being mired in the power

of stereotypes, of mental reductions that are identity giving, to define our vi-
sion of complex social realities?

The fissure berween theory and experience remained a puzzle to the more

serious thinkers who sought in the arts a foundation for reforming human

relations. The best they could offer in their faith in the validiry of personal

truth against all preconceived objectifications of that experience was that the

solutions that theory provides have no necessiry; that theory replaces the ac-

rual messiness of life with arbrtrary, and ultimately illusory conventions; that

contradictions are the inescapable, tragic components of life. The question

for them as creative people with ambitions to a{fect the quality of social life

was something much smaller than a model for social action, but nonetheless

still quite ambitious, given the restrictions placed on freedom of expression

in the United States until the mid-r95os: to foment a continuous statement

and questioning of personal expedence. This was no "solution" that claimed

to eliminate in one fell swoop problems rooted in long-established social

privileges. To speak onet life and to pose interpretations allowed nothing

more than the possibiliry of testing a model of experience against further
experience.

Change and confrontation appeared as an open-ended process with no

predictable conclusions-and if they were predictable, they would be by
definition unfree and therefore contradictory to a goal of human liberation.

In the years following \(orld \War II, one powerful source of challenge to con-

stituted authoriry came from those who conceived the poetic act as a form of
testimony. To insist on speaking one's "autobiographyi'even if it assumed

forms that were compromised and falsifiable, was to promote the overthrow

of institutional arrangements that failed to take into account that experience.6

The search for authoriry-be it ideological, national, religious, patriarchal, or
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even communal-ended when one was prepared to face the contradictory
and ambiguous naftlre of experience but still trust that experience as the tap-
root for funher understanding and growth. This persistent quesrioning of the
boundaries between reflection and experience became the source of power for
Califomiat art and poetry movements as private dreams transformed into
challenges to stnrctures of public order.
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